
Teaching Sequence in MFL  

 

MFL (Spanish) is taught weekly through whole class teaching. During Spanish sessions, 

children are given the opportunity to work as a class, as individuals and as part of a group. 

The choice of class organisation is determined by the learning task. By its nature, MFL will 

involve lots of interaction with visual, auditory and kinaesthetic prompts. Every year group’s 

units of work include:  

Step 1 ‘Big Picture’ - setting the Spanish learning that is about to take place within the 

chronology of the pupils MFL learning to date.  

 

Step 2 Review most recent learning in Spanish. 

 

Step 3 Learning Key Spanish Vocabulary. 

 

Step 4 Using Oracy (using spoken language).  

 

Step 5 Applying Literacy – writing Spanish and applying grammar. 

 

Step 6 Applying Literacy – writing Spanish and applying grammar. 

 

Ongoing throughout - Developing Intercultural Understanding.  

When beginning a new topic, the lessons will typically start with a couple of oral based 

lessons where the children can listen, understand and repeat phrases with correct 

pronunciation. This helps children to be able to use words and phrases in correct contexts. 

The lessons will then follow on with activities where children can use and practise the new 

vocabulary in certain contexts, for example role playing a café setting where children can 

use the vocabulary they have recently learnt about food. Towards the end of the topic the 

focus of the lessons will be more written based where the children will have the opportunity 

to put spellings with certain sounds.  

Assessment  

In order for pupils to know more, remember more and do more in regards to learning a 

modern foreign language, these aspects must be evident in the implementation of the MFL 

curriculum throughout school. The teaching sequence along with the progression of skills 

and knowledge, allows the new vocabulary encountered to be used within a purposeful 

context. Pupils complete an end of module  assessment. The assessments undertaken cover 

all areas of the MFL curriculum – listening, speaking, reading, knowledge about Spain and 

knowledge about language.  

 


